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Abstract

Blockchain-based networks are often concerned with privacy. Two common types of privacy in blockchain networks are (1) transaction source privacy, and (2) transaction content privacy. Research has shown that Bitcoin, the most prominent cryptocurrency, cannot easily provide these privacy types. Hence, new protocols have been proposed. For example, Dandelion++ is a solution to the source privacy vulnerability in Bitcoin. Practical systems, however, need to provide multiple privacy guarantees at the same time. To the best of our knowledge, source privacy and content privacy have not been considered simultaneously in the literature. We conjecture that cryptocurrencies that use Dandelion++ for transaction relay could be susceptible to attacks against both types of privacy and also to performance attacks. Our focus in this project is on the implementations of the MimbleWimble cryptocurrency protocol such as Beam. We have designed and implemented three different attacks against these existing privacy-focused protocols. In the first attack, the adversary uses information obtained from the content of an incoming transaction for improved detection of the transaction source. In the second attack, to increase the latency of an incoming transaction, the adversary adds an excessive delay before forwarding the transaction. In the third attack, the adversary exploits the aggregation protocol in MimbleWimble to launch a denial of service attack on an incoming transaction. We have validated our proposed attacks in a private test network of Beam nodes and a network simulator.
Lay Summary

Blockchain systems have been used for a variety of applications, such as decentralized digital currencies. Similar to other financial systems, blockchain-based digital currencies are concerned with privacy. There are different types of privacy guarantees that users of blockchain-based digital currencies care about and that blockchain networks must provide. Two common types of privacy in blockchain networks are transaction source privacy and transaction content privacy. Research has shown that the most prominent blockchain-based digital currencies such as Bitcoin cannot easily provide these privacy types. Therefore, several privacy-focused cryptocurrencies such as MimbleWimble have been proposed. In this project, we have proposed and implemented different attacks against the implementations of MimbleWimble. Our proposed attacks exploit some of the privacy-enhancing mechanisms used in these cryptocurrency protocols to compromise the source privacy of transactions and the performance of the protocols. We have evaluated the attacks in a private test network and a network simulator.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Blockchain systems, first introduced in Bitcoin [27], have been used for a variety of applications, such as decentralized digital currencies. Bitcoin, introduced in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto, is the first cryptocurrency that incorporates a Proof of Work (PoW) algorithm to achieve a decentralized consensus on transactions. Bitcoin has gained huge popularity over the years, with a market capitalization of over 1 trillion USD as of April 2021 [3].

Several challenges of blockchain systems including incentive compatibility, applicability, scalability, efficiency, and privacy have been subjects of extensive research. Many research papers have analyzed incentive structures in Bitcoin [11, 13, 20, 35]. Using smart contracts, Ethereum [40] and some other blockchain protocols have provided a variety of applications beyond simple financial transactions. Aiming to achieve scalability and efficiency, some blockchain protocols incorporate alternative consensus algorithms, for instance, Proof of Stake (PoS) [21] or Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) consensus [12]. Algorand [18] is an example of such protocols which in fact combines the ideas of the two aforementioned consensus algorithms. Some other distributed ledgers, instead of a chain, utilize different data structures, for example, a tree [37] or a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [7, 38].

Last but not least, similar to other financial systems, blockchain-based digital currencies are concerned with privacy [5]. Protocols such as Monero [29], Zcash [19], and MimbleWimble [32] have introduced various techniques to enhance the privacy of users and transactions. There are different types of privacy
guarantees that users of blockchain-based networks, particularly public blockchains, care about and that these networks provide. One type of privacy is transaction source privacy. This privacy aims to hide the source of the transaction in the system. Another type of privacy is transaction content privacy. This privacy may be achieved with encryption techniques, as well as aggregation approaches that combine several transactions into a single transaction and make it difficult to precisely reconstruct the set of transactions. Different research papers have proposed techniques to improve the source [33] and content [26] privacy of transactions in blockchain networks.

In Bitcoin, similar to many other blockchain networks, transactions and other messages are relayed over a peer-to-peer network of TCP links. Flooding [31] which is the typical approach to broadcast transactions has been shown to potentially reveal the source IP address of the transactions to the adversarial nodes [8]. Hence, Bitcoin Core [2] which is the most popular implementation of Bitcoin incorporates a relay protocol called diffusion. Diffusion adds independent exponential delays before broadcasting the transactions from each node in order to make de-anonymization attacks more difficult. However, this protocol has also been shown to offer insufficient transaction source privacy [14]. Furthermore, the Bitcoin protocol is also susceptible to attacks against content privacy [25].

In order to improve the source privacy of transactions in Bitcoin, protocols such as Dandelion [9] and Dandelion++ [15] constrain the number of neighbors that a node will send a transaction to during some stage of transaction relay. Particularly in these two protocols, transactions are first relayed through stem paths, where each node passes the transaction only to one of its neighbors. This way, only one node in the network will receive the transaction directly from the transaction source and most of the nodes will receive the transaction when it has already passed through multiple nodes, improving source privacy.

MimbleWimble [32], the privacy-focused blockchain protocol that we are going to analyze in this work, uses confidential transactions [24] to encrypt the amounts of transactions. Moreover, somewhat similar to CoinJoin [23], MimbleWimble allows for the aggregation of several transactions into one transaction to enhance the content privacy of transactions. Grin [4] and Beam [1] are the two major implementations of MimbleWimble. Both of these cryptocurrency protocols use Dan-
delion++ for transaction relay to improve the transaction source privacy in MimbleWimble.

In this work, we analyze the transaction relay protocol in MimbleWimble. We implement and validate three different attacks to understand their impact on MimbleWimble and its implementation in Beam. The attacks are briefly described as follows:

1. **Improved transaction source detection**: The aggregation in MimbleWimble leaks some information. If a transaction is aggregated, then it must have passed through an aggregating node after it was generated. If the transaction is not aggregated, then it has not passed through such an aggregating node. We can use this information to increase the precision of the first node detection attack [22] which outputs the first honest node to forward a transaction to an adversarial node as the source of that transaction.

2. **Delaying transaction relay**: To improve the source privacy of transactions, protocols such as the ones based on Dandelion++, at some stages of the transaction relay, constrain the number of neighbors that a node will send a transaction. Such constraints improve privacy, but they also leave the protocol vulnerable to attacks on transaction latency, specifically at the bottleneck locations along the relay paths.

3. **Transaction denial of service with aggregations**: By aggregating different incoming transactions with a newly generated transaction that has not been mined into a block, the attacker with the cost of one transaction fee can prevent all of the aggregations from ending up in a block. This denial of service attack will negatively impact the transaction throughput of the network.

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides background information on Bitcoin, Dandelion++, and MimbleWimble. Chapter 3 offers an in-depth look into Beam. Chapter 4 describes our threat model. Chapter 5 provides a comprehensive description of each of the three proposed attacks. Chapter 6 provides details on our simulation of the Beam protocol, the implementation of our proposed attacks, and the Beam private network that we created for testing. Chapter 7 presents the results of our simulations and the evaluation of our proposed attacks.
Chapter 8 provides a further discussion on the results of our proposed attacks and suggests mitigations to those attacks. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the results presented in this thesis.
Chapter 2

Background

Before we proceed to the description and analysis of our proposed attacks on MimbleWimble and its implementations, here we provide important background information on Bitcoin (Section 2.1), Dandelion++ (Section 2.2), and MimbleWimble (Section 2.3).

2.1 Bitcoin

Bitcoin [27] is the most prominent decentralized digital currency. In Bitcoin, transactions are verified and maintained by the Bitcoin network nodes in a distributed fashion. The Bitcoin blockchain grows as new blocks, containing transactions already sent to the peer-to-peer network of Bitcoin, are added every ten minutes on average by the Bitcoin miners. Bitcoin uses a Proof of Work (PoW) algorithm to achieve a decentralized consensus on transactions. Since the security of the protocol depends on the total mining power and mining is expensive, Bitcoin miners are compensated through block rewards and transaction fees.

A Bitcoin transaction contains a list of inputs and a list of outputs. Each input has a reference to an output from some preceding transaction. It also includes the public key and signature of the owner of the input. A normal output contains a value and a Bitcoin address. Therefore, the amounts and addresses of inputs and outputs in transactions are publicly visible. This would suggest the susceptibility of Bitcoin transactions to attacks against content privacy. In fact, previous research
has shown that a lot of information can be extracted from the transaction graph of Bitcoin, and different transactions of the same user can be linked together [25, 30, 34]. Consequently, several blockchain protocols that offer enhanced content privacy, such as Monero [29], Zcash [19], and MimbleWimble [32], have been proposed.

In Bitcoin, transactions are relayed over a peer-to-peer network of TCP links. Each node in the network is identified by its IP address and port, and each honest node has a specified upper bound on the number of connections it can have in the network. Bitcoin Core [2] uses a relay protocol called diffusion. With diffusion, each node adds an independent exponential delay before advertising an incoming transaction to all of its peers except the one that previously sent the transaction or the ones that sent an advertisement for the transaction. Several alternatives to this relay protocol have been proposed, such as Erlay [28] which reduces the bandwidth consumption, thereby improving the security, and Dandelion [9] and Dandelion++ [15] which enhance the transaction source privacy.

### 2.2 Dandelion++

Dandelion++ is a transaction relay protocol based on a preceding proposal called Dandelion. The two protocols have similar goals but subtle differences in implementation choices. To improve the source privacy of transactions, Dandelion++ constrains the number of neighbors that a node will send a transaction to at the beginning of the transaction relay. With Dandelion++, transactions are relayed in two phases. First, in the stem phase, each node when receives a transaction, passes the transaction only to one other node. Then, in the fluff phase, each node sends an incoming transaction to all of its neighbors except the one that initially sent the transaction. Figure 2.1 illustrates the two phases of transaction relay in Dandelion++.

Compared to diffusion, with Dandelion++, adversarial nodes have less chance of receiving a transaction directly from its source and it is more difficult for the adversary to localize the source of the transaction. The probability of transitioning to the fluff phase in each step of the stem phase is a parameter of the protocol. The lower this probability is, the longer the average length of stem paths will be. Long
Figure 2.1: The two phases of transaction relay in Dandelion++. A transaction originated in node Source is first relayed through a stem path. Then, the fluff phase begins and each node that receives the transaction sends it to all of its neighbors except the one that initially sent the transaction.

stem paths lead to high protection of the transaction source privacy. To mitigate black-hole attacks where the adversarial nodes decide not to forward the incoming stem transactions, Dandelion++ incorporates a fail-safe mechanism. Each node in the stem path of a transaction would fluff the transaction itself if it does not receive the fluff version by the expiration of the independent random timer it sets for the stem transaction.

2.3 MimbleWimble

MimbleWimble is a cryptocurrency protocol that uses encryption and aggregation to enhance the content privacy of transactions. Compared to other cryptocurrency protocols such as Bitcoin, MimbleWimble has the following important advantages:

- Amounts of inputs and outputs in transactions are encrypted.
- Aggregation of transactions makes it difficult to link the inputs and outputs.
- The size of the blockchain is substantially reduced through the deletion of spent outputs.

MimbleWimble uses confidential transactions to encrypt the amounts. Instead
of obvious amounts, the commitments of inputs and outputs are put into transac-
tions and kept on the blockchain. Each commitment is in the form of

\[ C = r \cdot G + v \cdot H \]

where \( C \) is a Pedersen commitment, \( v \) is the amount, \( r \) is a secret random blinding
key which should be known only to the owner, and \( G \) and \( H \) are fixed Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC) group generators known to all. A range-proof is attached to
each output commitment which proves that its amount is valid. The \( r \) value in
commitments with explicit amounts, such as transaction fees and block rewards,
is zero. The owner of a set of outputs is who knows the sum of their \( r \) values.
Knowing the sum of \( r \) values for a set of outputs, one can create a valid transaction
that spends those outputs. For a transaction to be valid, the commitments in that
transaction should sum to zero and the range-proofs for the output commitments
should be valid.

To prevent the sender of inputs in a transaction from spending the outputs, the
sum of \( r \) values for the outputs should differ from the sum of \( r \) values for the inputs.
Therefore, the commitments of inputs and outputs in each transaction should sum
to a non-zero value \( k \cdot G \) (kernel) where \( k \) is chosen by the recipient. A kernel is
a non-spendable commitment with zero amount. A transaction is allowed to have
more than one kernel. Hence, the sum of commitments in a transaction is

\[ \sum_{C_i \in \text{inputs}} C_i + \sum_{C_o \in \text{outputs}} C_o + \sum_{C_k \in \text{kernels}} C_k = 0. \]

Aggregation of transactions makes it difficult to link the inputs and outputs.
Since the sum of commitments in each valid transaction is zero, the total sum of
commitments for multiple transactions is still zero. Therefore, the aggregation
of multiple valid transactions is a valid transaction (Figure 2.2). Because each
block consists of some valid transactions, a block can be interpreted as a single
aggregated transaction.

The sum of all commitments in each block is zero. Hence, the sum of all
commitments in the blockchain is also zero. An output of a transaction can be
spent in the succeeding blocks and appear as an input of another transaction. The
sum of commitments for this pair of input and output is zero. Consequently, if both commitments are removed from the blockchain, the sum of all commitments in the blockchain remains zero. Therefore, it is possible to safely remove a spent output and its corresponding input from the blockchain (Figure 2.3). Using this technique, the size of the blockchain can be substantially reduced. The only elements that remain in the blockchain are the explicit amounts for block rewards, kernels for all transactions, and unspent outputs along with their range-proofs and Merkle proofs.

Although the original proposal did not specify a transaction relay protocol for MimbleWimble, the two major implementations of this protocol, Grin [4] and Beam [1], have incorporated Dandelion++, where transactions are aggregated in the stem phase. Using this approach, not only do these cryptocurrencies attempt to improve the transaction source privacy, but also they try to make it difficult to link the inputs and outputs of transactions by first relaying them through stem paths and reducing the number of network nodes that observe them before aggregation. Besides, Bulletproofs [10] which are short proofs for confidential transactions have been proposed to improve on the original range-proofs. Bulletproofs have been adopted by both Grin and Beam. Other research projects have provided a provable-security analysis for MimbleWimble [16] and stepped toward a formalization of the MimbleWimble cryptocurrency protocol and the verification of its implementations [6,36]. In this project, we focus on the vulnerabilities of transaction relay

Figure 2.2: Aggregation of two valid transactions.
Figure 2.3: Deletion of spent outputs and their corresponding inputs from the blockchain.

in the implementations of MimbleWimble.
Chapter 3

Beam Analysis

Since we use the implementation of MimbleWimble in Beam for the purpose of validating our proposed attacks, it is important to have an in-depth understanding of Beam. Hence, in this chapter, we describe the implementation of transaction relay in Beam (Section 3.1) and provide details on the Beam main network (Section 3.2).

3.1 Transaction Relay Protocol

In this section, we describe Beam’s transaction relay protocol. We provide an overview of the life cycle of a transaction from when it is received by a node to when it is forwarded to the peers of the node. For that purpose, we use pseudocode that we have written based on the source code of Beam. All the pseudocode presented in this section have been obtained from the node/node.cpp file in the ”main-net” branch of Beam’s GitHub repository as of February 2021 [1].

There are six important functions that every Beam node uses to manage and forward incoming transactions. We describe all of these functions in this section. These are also the functions that we need to modify in the source code to implement our proposed attacks. Table 3.1 presents the values for the Beam network parameters that are used in the functions that we describe.

[1] https://github.com/BeamMW/beam/commit/77c3aa5a60fad3a6affdee3953dbb41208ffdc41
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FluffProbability</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeoutMin</td>
<td>20s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeoutMax</td>
<td>50s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AggregationTime</td>
<td>10s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OutputsMin</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OutputsMax</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: The Beam network parameters.

When a new transaction is received, the function `OnTransaction` will be called. The pseudocode for this function is presented in Algorithm 1. This function calls either `OnTransactionStem` (Algorithm 2) or `OnTransactionFluff` (Algorithm 5) based on the type of the incoming transaction.

**Algorithm 1 OnTransaction**

```
1: function ON_TRANSACTION(Transaction tx)
2:   if tx is stem then
3:     OnTransactionStem(tx)
4:   else
5:     OnTransactionFluff(tx)
```

If the incoming transaction is a stem transaction, then the function `OnTransactionStem` will be called. The pseudocode for this function is available in Algorithm 2. This function compares the new stem transaction to transactions in the node’s stempool (data structure containing valid stem transactions that have not been fluffed) and checks the validity of the new transaction. If the new stem transaction is accepted, then the stempool will be updated and the new transaction will also be added to it. Eventually, if the number of outputs in the transaction is greater than or equal to `OutputsMax`, then the transaction does not need to be aggregated any further; hence, the function `OnTransactionAggregated` (Algorithm 3) will be called. Otherwise, `PerformAggregation` (Algorithm 4) will be called.

Given a stem transaction, `OnTransactionAggregated` (Algorithm 3) sends the stem transaction to a randomly chosen peer with a probability of 0.9 or fluffs the transaction by calling `OnTransactionFluff` (Algorithm 5) with a probability of 0.1.
Algorithm 2 OnTransactionStem

1: function ONTRANSACTIONSTEM(Transaction tx)
2:     for each Kernel k in tx do ▷ at most one Tx in stempool has k
3:         Find Transaction q in stempool that contains k ▷ if it exists
4:     // continue to the next iteration if such q does not exist
5:     if tx does not cover q then ▷ tx covers q if it has all Kernels of q
6:         Drop tx
7:     return ▷ error code will be returned to sender
8:     if q covers tx then ▷ it means tx and q are the same
9:         if q is still aggregating then ▷ should not normally happen
10:            Drop tx
11:            return ▷ with 'accept' error code
12:        else
13:            break ▷ if tx covers q but q does not cover tx
14:     // if tx covers q but q does not cover tx
15:     Validate(tx) ▷ if not done before
16:     Drop q from stempool
17:     Validate(tx) ▷ if not done before
18:     // by this point, the given stem-tx is accepted
19:     Add tx to stempool ▷ also add dummy inputs to tx if necessary
20:     if NoNeedForAggregation(tx) then ▷ tx has at least OutputsMax outputs
21:         OnTransactionAggregated(tx)
22:     else
23:         PerformAggregation(tx)

Algorithm 3 OnTransactionAggregated

1: function ONTRANSACTIONAGGREGATED(Transaction tx)
2:     if RandInt(1, 10) ≠ 10 then
3:         Select a random Peer p
4:         Send (stem) tx to p
5:     Set timer (uniformly selected between TimeoutMin and TimeoutMax)
     on tx to later check if it is fluffed or not ▷ FluffProbability = 0.1
6:     else
7:         OnTransactionFluff(tx)
PerformAggregation, presented in Algorithm 4, tries to merge a given stem transaction with other transactions in the stempool. In the end, if the number of outputs in the transaction is at least OutputsMin (the transaction does not necessarily need more aggregation), OnTransactionAggregated (Algorithm 3) will be called to forward the transaction. If the transaction still needs to be aggregated, the function will set a timer (10s) on the transaction to bound the time that it remains in the stempool without being forwarded.

Algorithm 4 PerformAggregation

1: function PERFORMAGGREGATION(Transaction tx)
2:   for each Transaction q in stempool that needs to be aggregated, starting from the one with the closest profitability to tx, until !NeedsAggregation(tx) do ▷ in Beam, Transaction profitability is defined as Transaction fee
3:      TryMerge(tx, q) ▷ merges q into tx if the result is valid
4:   if tx has at least OutputsMin outputs then
5:      OnTransactionAggregated(tx)
6:   else
7:      Set timer (AggregationTime) on tx ▷ to later add dummy outputs and stem if not aggregated enough by then

The function OnTransactionFluff (Algorithm 5), after making sure that a given transaction is valid, updates the stempool. Subsequently, the function updates the fluffpool (data structure containing valid fluff transactions) and sends the given transaction to all of its peers except the one that initially sent the fluff transaction.

Finally, we explain OnTimedOut, presented in Algorithm 6. If a stem transaction is still waiting for aggregation by the expiration of the timer that was set for it in the PerformAggregation function (Algorithm 4), then dummy outputs will be added to the transaction (to ensure that the transaction has at least OutputsMin outputs and therefore it is sufficiently difficult to link its inputs and outputs) and OnTransactionAggregated (Algorithm 3) will be called to forward the transaction. Moreover, if the fluff version of a forwarded stem transaction is not received by the expiration of its independent random timer, then OnTransactionFluff (Algorithm 5) will be called to fluff the transaction.
Algorithm 5 OnTransactionFluff

1: function OnTransactionFluff(Transaction tx)
2: if tx is in stempool then
3:    Drop tx from stempool
4: else
5:    for each Kernel k in tx do
6:       Find Transaction q in stempool that contains k \(\triangleright\) if it exists
7:       // continue to the next iteration if such q does not exist
8:    Drop q from stempool
9: if tx is already in fluffpool then \(\triangleright\) we already received the fluff tx
10:   Drop tx
11: return \(\triangleright\) with 'accept' error code
12: Validate(tx) \(\triangleright\) BUG - validation should be done earlier!
13: while fluffpool does not have enough capacity for tx do
14:    Find q, the least profitable Transaction in fluffpool
15:    if q is less profitable than tx then
16:       Drop q from fluffpool
17: else
18:    Drop tx
19: return \(\triangleright\) with 'accept' error code
20: Add tx to fluffpool
21: Send tx to all Peers of the node \(\triangleright\) except the Peer that sent tx

Algorithm 6 OnTimedOut

1: function OnTimedOut(Transaction tx)
2: if tx is still aggregating then
3:    Add dummy outputs to tx so that it has at least OutputsMin outputs
4:    OnTransactionAggregated(tx)
5: else \(\triangleright\) fluff timed-out, emergency fluff
6:    OnTransactionFluff(tx)

During the process of studying the source code of Beam, we noticed that in the function OnTransactionFluff (Algorithm 5), transactions were validated too late. This would allow an attacker to change the state of the stempool in an honest node by sending invalid transactions. To be more specific, the attacker could send an invalid fluff transaction containing kernels that were already sent to the honest node within valid stem transactions and cause those valid transactions to
be removed from the stempool (Line 8 in Algorithm 5). The function `OnTransactionFluff` would check the validity of the malicious transaction only after the accomplishment of the attack (Line 12 in Algorithm 5). We communicated with the Beam developer community about this issue and they modified the source code so that the function `OnTransactionFluff` would validate transactions earlier \(^2\). As has been previously demonstrated, we believe that independent code review is therefore critical to the security and robustness of blockchain networks.

\(^2\)https://github.com/BeamMW/beam/commit/ade19e1f8b1a702ad81d81092ba6a8f6561513ed
### 3.2 Main Network Statistics

As of April 2021, with more than 1 million mined blocks and over 86 million coins in circulation\[^3\], Beam has a market capitalization of over 133 million USD [3]. The Beam main network includes multiple bootstrapping nodes in different geographical locations\[^4\]. When a new node joins the Beam network, it usually connects to bootstrapping nodes at the beginning. Hence, it is expected that bootstrapping nodes have more connections than normal nodes.

We have deployed a Beam main network node and a Beam test network node on UBC servers. We have recorded the number of connections for these two nodes every six hours from April 21, 2021, to April 23, 2021. Figure 3.1 shows these numbers. We observe that all the recorded numbers for the main network node are between 11 and 14. For the test network node, all the numbers are between 9 and 11.

![Figure 3.1](image)

**Figure 3.1:** The number of connections at different times for a Beam main network node and a Beam test network node deployed on UBC servers.

In addition, we have obtained the number of incoming transactions for bootstrapping nodes located in Europe-Frankfurt (eu-nodes.mainnet.beam.mw), USA-California (us-nodes.mainnet.beam.mw), Hong Kong (ap-hk-nodes.mainnet.beam.mw),

\[^3\]https://explorer.beam.mw/

\[^4\]https://beam.mw/downloads/mainnet-mac
Table 3.2: The number of incoming transactions per hour for different nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th># of Fluff-Txs per Hour</th>
<th># of 1-Kernel Fluff-Txs per Hour</th>
<th># of Stem-Txs per Hour</th>
<th># of 1-Kernel Stem-Txs per Hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eu-node01</td>
<td>139.0</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eu-node02</td>
<td>139.2</td>
<td>105.3</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eu-node03</td>
<td>139.3</td>
<td>107.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eu-node04</td>
<td>139.6</td>
<td>105.5</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>us-node01</td>
<td>139.7</td>
<td>106.3</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>us-node02</td>
<td>139.7</td>
<td>106.9</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>us-node03</td>
<td>140.2</td>
<td>105.5</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>us-node04</td>
<td>139.4</td>
<td>104.6</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ap-hk-node01</td>
<td>139.3</td>
<td>104.0</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ap-hk-node02</td>
<td>139.3</td>
<td>105.9</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ap-hk-node03</td>
<td>139.4</td>
<td>113.4</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ap-hk-node04</td>
<td>139.8</td>
<td>105.9</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ap-node01</td>
<td>139.3</td>
<td>107.4</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ap-node02</td>
<td>139.4</td>
<td>105.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ap-node03</td>
<td>139.3</td>
<td>107.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ap-node04</td>
<td>139.2</td>
<td>106.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubc-node</td>
<td>113.0</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and Singapore (ap-nodes.mainnet.beam.mw) from the Beam developer community. We have estimated the number of incoming transactions per hour for each bootstrapping node and also for the UBC main network node using the data of the log files with a start time between April 21, 2021, and April 23, 2021. For each aforementioned node, Table 3.2 shows the number of incoming fluff transactions per hour, the number of incoming single-kernel fluff transactions per hour, the number of incoming stem transactions per hour, and the number of incoming single-kernel stem transactions per hour. We observe that the bootstrapping nodes receive more transactions compared to the normal node deployed on UBC servers. Furthermore, the majority of incoming transactions have only one kernel which means that they are not aggregated.
Chapter 4

Threat Model

The adversary in our model can create nodes and connect to other nodes in the peer-to-peer network. The adversarial nodes can connect to as many nodes as they want. The adversary needs to know the addresses of other nodes before connecting to them. Nevertheless, the adversary cannot impose a connection on any other node if the other node does not want to connect. By increasing the number of adversarial nodes in the network or the number of connections from adversarial nodes to honest nodes, the adversary will be incident on more relay paths and therefore can attack the transaction relay network more effectively.

We assume that all pairs of adversarial nodes are directly connected by instant links through which they can send each other transactions and other messages of any size. Adversarial nodes can store all information that they receive about the transactions and the network. They can analyze the stored information and adjust their decisions. Generally, the adversary is unaware of the exact topology of the network and the connections between pairs of honest nodes. However, the adversarial nodes can obtain partial information about the network through the analysis of their stored data. We assume that the adversary cannot decrypt commitments in transactions to learn their amounts or secret blinding keys. Furthermore, the adversary cannot spend the outputs that are owned by others or trick honest nodes into accepting invalid transactions.

We assume that instead of targeting specific nodes or users, the adversary is interested in mass attacks on the honest portion of the network. Nonetheless, se-
lective attacking could help to hide the position of the adversary in the network. The adversary can recognize the address of a node that forwards a transaction to an adversarial node and acquire partial information about the content of the transaction, such as the number of kernels it has. Also, the adversary can deviate from the relay policy of the network and disregard the relay phase of transactions. Moreover, the adversarial nodes can generate new valid transactions and aggregate them with other valid transactions that they previously received.
Chapter 5

Approach

In this chapter, we describe our approach for each of the three proposed attacks on the implementation of MimbleWimble in Beam. In Section 5.1, we explain the improved transaction source detection. Then, in Section 5.2, we present our approach for delaying transaction relay. Finally, in Section 5.3, we describe transaction denial of service with aggregations. Figure 5.1 illustrates the proposed attacks.

5.1 Improved Transaction Source Detection

In this attack, we use the information leaked by the aggregation in MimbleWimble to improve the first node detection attack. In the original first node detection attack [22], for each incoming transaction, the adversary outputs the first honest node to forward that transaction to an adversarial node as the source of the transaction.

Each time a transaction arrives at a new node in the stem phase, it might get aggregated with other transactions. As a transaction passes more nodes in the stem phase, the probability of it being aggregated with other transactions increases. We surmise that the first node detection attack would lead to an increased precision for transaction source detection by announcing the sender of a transaction as the source if the transaction is not aggregated. Nodes can find whether a transaction is aggregated by counting the number of kernels in it. If a transaction has one kernel, it is not aggregated; otherwise, it is aggregated.

In our attack, a rogue node predicts the origins of single-kernel transactions.
Figure 5.1: The proposed attacks on the transaction relay protocol in Beam. Node Attacker is an adversarial node that receives a stem transaction $T_A$ that was originated in node Source. The adversary can (1) use the information about the number of kernels in $T_A$ and the address of node Neighbor, the sender of the transaction, for improved detection of the transaction source, (2) increase the latency of $T_A$ by adding an excessive delay before forwarding it, or (3) generate a new transaction $T_B$ and fluff both $T_A + T_B$ and $T_B$ to perform a denial of service attack on $T_A$.

and announces the senders of those transactions as their sources (Figure 5.1). We will then evaluate the precision of this attack to show that our proposed attack has higher precision compared to the normal first node detection attack.

5.2 Delaying Transaction Relay

Privacy-focused transaction relay protocols such as Dandelion++, at some stages of the relay, constrain the number of neighbors that a node will send a transaction.
While such approaches improve the source privacy of transactions, they also make the performance of the protocol dependent on the behavior of the nodes at the bottleneck locations along the relay paths.

Particularly in Dandelion++, each node passes an incoming stem transaction only to one of its neighbors. Although Dandelion++ incorporates a fail-safe mechanism to mitigate black-hole attacks, it is still vulnerable to attacks on transaction latency. An adversarial node in the stem path of a transaction can increase the latency of the transaction by adding an excessive delay before forwarding the transaction or not forwarding the transaction at all. This attack will increase the latency even if another node in the stem path fluffs the transaction itself due to the expiration of its timer.

In our attack, a rogue node will follow the protocol for the relay of a portion of incoming transactions and add a major delay in the relay of some others (Figure 5.1). We will calculate the average time that it takes for the transactions of each group to be broadcasted through the network. We will then compare the results to verify that the attack can considerably delay the transactions.

5.3 Transaction Denial of Service with Aggregations

To improve content privacy, MimbleWimble allows for the aggregation of transactions. However, the adversary can exploit this feature to launch a denial of service attack. Among different aggregations that have a transaction in common, at most one can end up in the blockchain. Therefore, by aggregating different incoming transactions with a newly generated transaction, the adversary can perform a denial of service attack on the incoming transactions.

Let $T_A$ be a new stem transaction received by an adversarial node. To execute the attack, instead of normally aggregating and relaying the stem transaction, the adversarial node generates a new transaction $T_B$. Then, the adversarial node aggregates the two transactions into $T_A + T_B$ and fluffs both $T_A + T_B$ and $T_B$. Since $T_A$ is fluffed as a part of an aggregated transaction, the other nodes in the stem path of $T_A$ will not separately fluff $T_A$. Nevertheless, only one transaction between $T_A + T_B$ and $T_B$ can end up in the blockchain. Hence, if the adversarial node creates $T_B$ in a way that miners prioritize it over $T_A + T_B$ (for this to happen, the profitability for
$T_B$ should be higher than the profitability for $T_A + T_B$), then $T_A$ will not end up in the blockchain. In this case, the wallet that initially created $T_A$ needs to resend $T_A$ to the network. The cost of this denial of service attack for the adversary is the transaction fee of $T_B$.

In our attack, a rogue node will aggregate the incoming stem transactions with new transactions that have not been mined into any block and fluff the resulting aggregations and the newly generated transactions (Figure 5.1). We will then compare the block mining time for the transactions that were aggregated in this way by the adversary and for the normally relayed transactions. Subsequently, we can validate the feasibility of this attack.
Chapter 6

Implementation

In this chapter, we explain our implementation of the Beam network simulator, the three proposed attacks, and the Beam private test network.

We have provided a simulation of the Beam network to estimate the percentage of stem paths that the adversary will be incident on, the expected number of hops between the source of a stem transaction and the first adversarial node that receives the transaction, and the precision of the first node detection attack on stem transactions. The inputs of this simulation are parameters such as the number of nodes, the percentage of malicious nodes, the expected degree of each node, and the probability of transitioning to the fluff phase in each step of the stem phase. Based on these parameters, the program creates a pseudorandom graph representing the network. The connections of each node are uniformly selected among all other nodes without replacement. The program then tests 1 million pseudorandom stem paths for the estimation. Each tested stem path starts from a source uniformly selected from the set of all nodes and each node in the stem path selects the next node uniformly from the set of its neighbors to forward the stem transaction. We implemented this network simulator in approximately 200 lines of code using the C++ programming language.

To implement each of our proposed attacks, we modified the source code of Beam in the "testnet" branch. Most of the changes were applied to the files in the "node" directory and especially the functions described in Section 3.1. We
modified approximately 600 lines of C++ code in total for the implementation of our three proposed attacks.

To validate our proposed attacks, we have implemented a private test network. The network consists of some normal Beam nodes and some malicious nodes that are the modified versions of normal nodes. The properties of the private network are described as follows:

1. **Number of nodes:** After consulting with the Beam developer community, considering the requirements of our evaluations, and also taking into account the resources available, we decided to have 100 nodes in our private network.

2. **Number of bootstrapping nodes:** There are 10 bootstrapping nodes in our private network, out of a total of 100 nodes. When normal nodes join the network, they first connect to the bootstrapping nodes. Therefore, it is expected that bootstrapping nodes have more connections than normal nodes.

3. **Number of adversarial nodes:** This is a configurable parameter of our private test network. For different attacks, we might need different numbers of adversarial nodes.

4. **Versions of nodes:** For the honest nodes, we use the latest stable version of the "testnet" branch\(^2\). For the adversarial nodes, we modify this source code to implement each of our proposed attacks.

5. **Number of connections for each node:** We do not change the algorithm for finding new connections and we maintain the policy of nodes in the Beam main network and test network.

6. **Probability of transitioning to the fluff phase:** Similar to the policy of the Beam main network and test network, we set the probability of transitioning to the fluff phase in each step of the stem phase in our private network to 0.1.

7. **Mining:** In our private test network, similar to the Beam main network and test network, a new block is added to the blockchain every minute, on average. The Beam main network uses a Proof of Work (PoW) scheme to grow

\(^2\)https://github.com/BeamMW/beam/commit/cfe091468fbcfcdc2092352c22a18099bf9d017f0
the blockchain. Instead, in our private test network, we use a fake mining scheme to avoid wasting our resources on the expensive process of PoW mining. In the fake mining scheme, nodes do not compete with each other over mining new blocks. Fake mining is adequate for the private test network because our proposed attacks focus on transaction relay and do not include byzantine behavior in miners.

8. **Transaction generation rate:** This is a configurable parameter of our private network. For most of our experiments, we want to set the transaction generation rate in a way that the frequency of stem transactions received in the private network nodes would reflect this frequency in the Beam main network nodes. Nevertheless, we also want to be able to vary the transaction generation rate to observe its effect on aggregations.

9. **Number of wallets assigned to each node:** We assign one wallet to each node of the network because we want newly generated transactions to be relayed from each node.

To deploy our private test network, we have used Azure virtual machines (Ubuntu Server 18.04 LTS - Gen 1). We have launched 100 virtual nodes in two geographically separated servers located in the Eastern United States and South East Asia with each server containing 50 virtual nodes. The latency between the virtual nodes in our setup is simulated by adding a pseudorandom delay from a normal distribution with a mean of 100ms and a standard deviation of 20ms to each message using a network emulator called NetEm. The topology of the network is controlled by the peer parameter in the command line interface of the Beam node. The transaction emulation is done using the Beam wallet application programming interface (API) along with a Node.js script.
Chapter 7

Evaluation

In this chapter, we evaluate our proposed attacks on the implementation of MimpleWimble in Beam. In particular, we focus on the following questions:

1. How does using the information about the number of kernels in a transaction improve the localization of the source in the first node detection attack?

2. How does delaying the relay of a transaction increase the total latency of that transaction?

3. How does maliciously aggregating a transaction with other transactions increase the transaction processing time from the user’s perspective?

To answer the questions above, we need to determine the proportion of transactions attacked by the adversarial nodes and the impact of each proposed attack on a targeted transaction. We use our network simulator to estimate the proportion of transactions that the adversary can attack, given the percentage of adversarial nodes and other network parameters. To determine the impact of each of our proposed attacks on a targeted transaction, we run a rogue node in our private test network to perform the attack.

In each of our three proposed attacks, the adversary can perform the attack on a transaction if and only if an adversarial node is on the stem path of that transaction. Therefore, to estimate the proportion of transactions that the adversary can attack, we have conducted several experiments with our network simulator to estimate the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Malicious Nodes</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of Transitioning to the Fluff Phase</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected Degree of Each Node</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Bootstrapping Nodes</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: The default values for the parameters of the network simulator.

percentage of stem paths that the adversary will be incident on (also referred to as infected stem paths), given the network parameters. Table 7.1 presents the default values that we have used for the parameters of the network simulator. In each experiment, we have varied the value of one network parameter while maintaining the default values for other parameters. Hence, we have observed the effect of each network parameter on the percentage of stem paths that pass through the adversary.

Figure 7.1 shows the results of our experiments with the network simulator. We observe that by increasing the percentage of malicious nodes in the network, the adversary will be incident on more stem paths and therefore can attack more transactions (Figure 7.1a). We also observe that increasing the probability of transitioning to the fluff phase in each step of the stem phase (and consequently decreasing the average length of stem paths) decreases the percentage of stem paths that pass through the adversary (Figure 7.1b). Nevertheless, varying the values of other network parameters, such as the number of nodes (Figure 7.1c), the expected degree of each node (Figure 7.1d), and the number of bootstrapping nodes (Figure 7.1e), does not particularly affect the percentage of stem paths that pass through the adversary.

Let us consider the cases where the probability of transitioning to the fluff phase in each step of the stem phase is set to 0.1 (similar to the Beam main network). We note that if only 10% of the nodes are malicious, the adversary will be incident on the stem paths of more than 45% of all transactions in the network and hence can attack those transactions. Increasing the percentage of malicious nodes to 30% increases the percentage of transactions that the adversary can attack to more than 70%.
Figure 7.1: The percentage of stem paths that the adversary will be incident on, also referred to as infected paths, with (a) varying percentages of malicious nodes, (b) varying probabilities of transitioning to the fluff phase in each step of the stem phase, (c) varying numbers of nodes, (d) varying expected degrees of nodes, and (e) varying numbers of bootstrapping nodes.
To measure the performance of the first node detection attack, with varying percentages of malicious nodes, we have used our network simulator. In our simulation, the malicious nodes worked collaboratively and the adversary was aware of all transactions received by every malicious node. We tested 1 million stem transactions to measure the performance of the attack. For each stem transaction that was forwarded to an adversarial node, the adversary outputted the first honest node to forward that transaction as the source of the transaction. For the parameters of the network simulator other than the percentage of malicious nodes, we have used the default values presented in Table 7.1.

Figure 7.2 shows the results of running the first node detection attack in our network simulator. We observe that increasing the percentage of malicious nodes in the network decreases the expected number of hops between the source of a stem transaction and the first adversarial node that receives the transaction (Figure 7.2a). Moreover, increasing the percentage of malicious nodes increases the precision of the first node detection attack (Figure 7.2b). We note that if 10% of the network nodes are malicious, the precision of the first node detection attack will be less than 20%. Therefore, to make the first node detection attack more effective, we need to increase the percentage of malicious nodes.

To validate our conjecture that the adversary can increase the precision of the first node detection attack by only predicting the sources of single-kernel transactions, we have run a rogue node in our private test network. Our rogue node performed the first node detection attack on 160 single-kernel stem transactions and 40 aggregated stem transactions. For each examined stem transaction, we recorded the number of hops between the source of that transaction and our rogue node and whether the sender of the transaction was its actual source.

Figure 7.3 shows the numbers of intervening hops in stem paths separately for the two aforementioned groups of transactions. We observe that the average number of hops between the source of a single-kernel transaction and our rogue node (6.15) is less than the average number of hops between the source of an aggregated transaction and our rogue node (9.35). The precision of the first node detection attack is 32% for the single-kernel transactions and 12% for the aggregated ones. Hence, performing the first node detection attack only on single-kernel stem transactions would lead to an improved transaction source detection.
Figure 7.2: (a) The expected number of hops between the source of a stem transaction and the first adversarial node that receives the transaction with varying percentages of malicious nodes; (b) the precision of the first node detection attack on stem transactions with varying percentages of malicious nodes.
Figure 7.3: Comparison of the single-kernel transactions and aggregated transactions in the number of hops between their sources and our rogue node.

To measure the additional transaction latency caused by our second proposed attack, delaying transaction relay, we have run a rogue node in our private test network. Our rogue node followed the protocol for the relay of 300 examined stem transactions and delayed the relay of 300 other stem transactions. Some node in the stem path of each delayed transaction fluffed the transaction after a while (the failsafe mechanism). We have measured the latency of each transaction by calculating the difference between the time that our rogue node received that transaction in the stem phase and the time that the transaction was recorded in the blockchain (obtained from the block timestamp).

Figure 7.4 shows the latency for the normally relayed transactions and excessively delayed ones. We observe that the delayed transactions are expected to have more latency compared to the normally relayed ones. Indeed, the average latency for the delayed transactions is 53s. For the normally relayed transactions, however, the average latency is 31s. That means the expected latency for an attacked transaction is 71% higher than the expected latency for a normally relayed transaction. We have previously observed through simulation that if 10% of the nodes are ma-
licious, the adversary can attack more than 45% of all transactions in the network. Consequently, by controlling 10% of the nodes in the network, the adversary can increase the expected transaction latency in the network by more than 31%.

Figure 7.4: Comparison of the normally relayed transactions and excessively delayed transactions (through our second proposed attack, delaying transaction relay) in their latency.

To measure the impact of our third proposed attack, transaction denial of service with aggregations, we have run a rogue node in our private test network. Our rogue node performed the attack on 300 incoming stem transactions. For each attacked transaction $T_A$, our rogue node generated a new transaction $T_B$ with higher profitability compared to $T_A$ and fluffed $T_A + T_B$ and $T_B$. For each attacked transaction $T_A$ and its corresponding adversarial transaction $T_B$, we observed whether $T_A + T_B$ or $T_B$ ended up in the blockchain.

Our rogue node successfully prevented 100% of the attacked transactions from ending up in the blockchain. In fact, for each attacked transaction $T_A$ and its corresponding adversarial transaction $T_B$, $T_A + T_B$ had lower profitability compared to $T_B$ and hence $T_B$ ended up in the blockchain. Therefore, if 10% of the nodes are malicious, the adversary can attack more than 45% of all transactions and prevent
them from ending up in the blockchain.

Figure 7.5 shows the latency for the transactions that the adversary generated to perform the denial of service attack. We have measured the latency of each adversarial transaction by determining the difference between the time that our rogue node generated that transaction and the time that the transaction was recorded in the blockchain. The average latency for the adversarial transactions in this attack is 29s which is slightly lower than the average latency for normally relayed transactions (31s). That is because the adversary immediately flushes the transactions generated to perform the denial of service attack.

**Figure 7.5:** The latency for the transactions that the adversary generated to perform the denial of service attack with aggregations.
Chapter 8

Discussion

8.1 Improved Transaction Source Detection

Our evaluation has demonstrated that by increasing the number of adversarial nodes in the network, not only will the adversary be able to predict the source for more transactions, but the adversary also can perform the first node detection attack with better precision. Since the precision of the first node detection attack will be less than 20% if 10% of the network nodes are malicious, we need to increase the percentage of malicious nodes to make the attack more effective. Moreover, the adversary can increase the precision of the first node detection attack by performing the attack merely on single-kernel transactions. That is because the precision of the first node detection attack is 32% for the single-kernel transactions while only 12% for the aggregated ones. The adversarial nodes performing this attack cannot be detected by other nodes in the network because they seem identical to the normal nodes in terms of their behavior perceived by the rest of the network.

The mitigation to this attack may lie within a better understanding of the potential relationship between source privacy and content privacy. In this attack, the rogue node is in fact compromising the source privacy of the incoming transactions based on the information exploited from the means of providing content privacy, particularly aggregations. To the best of our knowledge, the formalization of source and content privacy has not been explored in the literature. Hence, an interesting direction for future research is to formalize these two types of privacy to better
understand their relationship and to develop general-purpose mitigation strategies.

8.2 Delaying Transaction Relay

If 10% of the network nodes are adversarial, by delaying transaction relay, the adversary can increase the expected transaction latency by more than 31%. This attack is easy to implement and does not require the adversary to create any new transaction or pay any transaction fee. Furthermore, this attack is not specific to the implementations of MimbleWimble, and other blockchain systems that use Dandelion++ for transaction relay could also be susceptible to this attack. At the moment, Beam does not incorporate any mechanism to detect the nodes that are performing delay or black-hole attacks.

The mitigation to this attack can be investigated in approaches that have been used in some routing protocols for ad hoc networks, such as Castor [17]. In these protocols, each node keeps an estimate of reliability for each of its neighbors and makes routing decisions based on those estimates. We conjecture that there is value in adopting a similar idea to blockchain protocols concerned with source privacy. One design is for each node in the blockchain network to maintain an internal reliability score for each of its neighbors. The scores would be updated based on the feedback that nodes receive regarding the propagation of the transactions that they relayed to their neighbors. Using reliability scores, nodes can improve their relaying decisions. Scoring schemes have also been incorporated in other blockchain networks, such as Filecoin and Ethereum 2.0 [39].

Before integrating the aforementioned scheme into MimbleWimble blockchain networks, the effects of the scheme on the network topology should be analyzed. Taken to an extreme, the scoring scheme could result in further centralization of the network (nodes with higher reliability would receive more transactions), which is not a desirable feature for blockchain networks.

8.3 Transaction Denial of Service with Aggregations

If 10% of the network nodes are adversarial, by maliciously aggregating incoming stem transactions with newly generated transactions, the adversary can prevent more than 45% of all transactions from ending up in the blockchain. The cost of
this attack for the adversary is the transaction fees of newly generated transactions. The adversary can reduce the cost for a newly generated transaction by reducing its size while choosing a sufficient transaction fee so that the profitability (defined as $\frac{\text{Transaction fee}}{\text{Transaction size}}$) of the new transaction is higher than the profitability of the incoming stem transaction that it gets aggregated with. Moreover, if the adversary modifies each of its nodes to aggregate multiple incoming stem transactions that arrive within a short period of time with one new transaction, then the adversary can reduce the number of newly generated transactions and hence the total cost of the attack.

We note that this attack can be performed only on stem transactions and it does not work on fluff transactions. Let us consider the case that an adversarial node aggregates an incoming fluff transaction $T_A$ with a newly generated transaction $T_B$ and fluffs both $T_A + T_B$ and $T_B$. The fact that $T_A$ was sent to the adversarial node in the fluff phase means that some honest node(s) had $T_A$ as a fluff transaction. Since honest nodes follow the protocol and relay the incoming fluff transactions without aggregating them, $T_A$ will be broadcasted through the network. Hence, $T_A$ can still end up in the blockchain, even if miners prioritize $T_B$ over $T_A + T_B$.

The mitigation to this attack can be achieved by modifying the wallet’s source code to periodically resend the previously broadcasted transactions that have not ended up in the blockchain. Increasing the number of retries for a transaction exponentially decreases the probability that the transaction does not appear in the blockchain. Nonetheless, even if we modify the wallet’s source code as mentioned earlier, the proposed attack can still significantly increase the latency of transactions. It should also be noted that resending a transaction too frequently could cause that transaction to appear in multiple aggregations and therefore prevent some other transactions from ending up in a block.

Similar to the proposed mitigation scheme for the delay attack, we can modify the network nodes to maintain internal reliability scores and make routing decisions based on those scores. Using this scheme, adversarial nodes lose some reliability scores when they prevent transactions from ending up in the blockchain by maliciously aggregating them with other transactions. However, as previously mentioned, this scheme might lead to further centralization of the network.

We can also modify the protocol and disallow aggregation of transactions dur-
ing the relay phase. Therefore, we allow aggregation only when transactions are
being added to the blockchain. This approach mitigates the proposed denial of ser-
vice attack but compromises the content privacy of transactions as network nodes
can observe transactions before they get aggregated with other transactions during
the relay phase.
Chapter 9

Conclusion

Bitcoin has been shown to be susceptible to attacks against the source and content privacy of transactions. These susceptibilities have been studied in the literature and several privacy-focused protocols have been proposed. Dandelion++ is a transaction relay protocol that has been used as a solution to improve the source privacy of transactions. Also, MimbleWimble has been proposed as a cryptocurrency protocol that would offer enhanced content privacy. The prominent implementations of MimbleWimble, such as Beam, have adopted Dandelion++ for transaction relay.

In this thesis, we proposed three attacks on the implementation of MimbleWimble in Beam: (1) improved transaction source detection, (2) delaying transaction relay, and (3) transaction denial of service with aggregations. We implemented these attacks in a private test network of 100 Beam nodes. We observed that the precision of the first node detection attack is 32% for the single-kernel transactions while only 12% for the aggregated ones. Therefore, performing the first node detection attack only on single-kernel stem transactions would lead to an improved transaction source detection. We demonstrated that if 10% of the network nodes are adversarial, by delaying transaction relay, the adversary can increase the expected transaction latency by more than 31%. Also, if 10% of the network nodes are adversarial, by performing transaction denial of service with aggregations, the adversary can prevent more than 45% of all transactions from ending up in the blockchain. Furthermore, we discussed potential mitigations to the proposed attacks that could be used to improve transaction relay in MimbleWimble-based protocols.
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